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their connection with an older dynasty, considered them-
selves the equal of its successor were either eliminated or
absorbed.
In peaceful times absorption was the more usual method.
It led to the establishment of a Blood Royal. Direct rules
of succession did not exist in Ethiopia : the strongest man
of the blood succeeded, supported by his retainers and his
wisdom.
Equally vague was the marriage system in Ethiopia.
Church marriage, which was very rare, was indissoluble.
The Emperor Haile Selassie, who wished to stabilise
Ethiopian conduct, encouraged Church marriage among
his young nobility.
But the prevailing marriage was purely civil. Divorce
could be obtained by either party at will and upon an
even division of the common property. In Ethiopia women
had equal rights. Women owned land, were notoriously
fickle, had much power in the home. There was no
attempt to hide them. The veil was an attribute of the
upper class of both sexes, and served to protect the face
from the sight of the vulgar and the ravages of the sun.
The same elastic dualism existed in the law. There
were the judges of the Emperor, either his experts in Addis
Ababa or his governors in the provinces, who judged
according to the rigid laws assembled in Gheez since time
immemorial.
But the commonest way to settle a dispute was that of
neighbourly justice. Cases were tried in the streets or in
the country-side by any stranger by whose decision both
parties agreed to abide. This system of rough equity
corresponded closely to the matrimonial system outlined
above. In their way they were more rational than any
other system of law or of marriage that I have met or
read of in Africa. But they shared the Ethiopian vice of
being vague, slipshod, remiss.
Political systems which are based upon such ill-defined
and generous standards as the Ethiopian find compensation
in some unifying principle of startling severity. The
Ethiopian principle was that of chieftainship.

